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Value-Centric Design Architecture Based on Analysis of Space System
CharacteristicsI

Q. Xua,∗, P. Hollingswortha, K. Smitha

aSchool of Mechanical, Aerospace and Civil Engineering, The University of Manchester, George Begg Building, Sackville St, Manchester,
M13 9PL

Abstract

Emerging design concepts such as miniaturisation, modularity, and standardisation, have contributed to the rapid de-
velopment of small and inexpensive platforms, particularly cubesats. This has been stimulating an upcoming revolution
in space design and development, leading satellites into the era of “smaller, faster, and cheaper”. However, the current
requirement-centric design philosophy, focused on bespoke monolithic systems, along with the associated development
and production process does not inherently fit with the innovative modular, standardised, and mass-produced technolo-
gies. This paper presents a new categorisation, characterisation, and value-centric design architecture to address this
need for both traditional and novel system designs. Based on the categorisation of system configurations, a charac-
terisation of space systems, comprised of duplication, fractionation, and derivation, is proposed to capture the overall
system configuration characteristics and promote potential hybrid designs. Complying with the definitions of the system
characterisation, mathematical mapping relations between the system characterisation and the system properties are
described to establish the mathematical foundation of the proposed value-centric design methodology. To illustrate
the methodology, subsystem reliability relationships are therefore analysed to explore potential system configurations
in the design space. The results of the applications of system characteristic analysis clearly show that the effects of
different configuration characteristics on the system properties can be effectively analysed and evaluated, enabling the
optimization of system configurations.

Keywords: Conceptual design, Value-centric design, System characterisation, Configuration formulation

1. Introduction

Emerging technologies, such as widely-used microtech-
nology and nanotechnology derived from the electronics in-
dustry, offer significant opportunities for the miniaturisa-
tion of space systems[1]. The concept of modularity associ-
ated with commercialisation not only completely changes
the labour-intensive and bespoke situation of the exist-
ing space industry by promoting their standardisation and
reconfigurability[2], but also obviously drives the reduc-
tion of design, integration and testing time and associ-
ated costs[3]. Therefore, these innovative concepts and
technologies have contributed to the rapid development of
small and inexpensive space platforms, e.g., cubesats and
nanosats, stimulating an upcoming revolution in space de-
sign and development.

New design concepts have also promoted a big break-
through in space system capabilities, some even overturn-
ing the conventional understanding of space. Duplicated
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configurations are capable of broadening the range of space
missions and simultaneously reducing the design require-
ments of individual units to some extent. Distributed
systems, which refer to a cluster of satellites cooperat-
ing as a virtual satellite in the form of spatial separa-
tion, with each sharing the communication, processing
and payload[4], have offered an excellent carrier for mod-
ularity, mass production and the use of the Commercial
Off-The-Shelf (COTS) products. Such a configuration is
believed to be flexible, robust and cost-effective through-
out the lifecycle[5], filling the vacancies of flexibility and
robustness in traditional systems and creating additional
values to the systems.

However, current design, production and certification
methodologies generally spend lots of time and money
on the integration and testing of large, complex and cus-
tomised systems[6, 7, 8], which do not inherently fit with
the modular, standardised, and mass-produced character-
istics of these innovative concepts. Since “smaller, faster,
and cheaper”[9, 10, 11] has been one of the latest driv-
ing factors for spacecraft design, new analysis and design
methodologies are urgently required to deliver such ca-
pabilities effectively. Therefore, a new insight for future
space mission design and analysis will be proposed in this
paper. To describe and analyse space systems diversely
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and comprehensively, a new architecture for the design
and development of a wide range of space systems needs
to be developed, enabling the applications of both tradi-
tional and innovative concepts and technologies.

More specifically, such an architecture needs to realise
both the traditionally qualitative analysis on different mis-
sion characteristics and the innovatively quantitative de-
sign on system configuration characteristics. One of the
predominant advantages of such a new design paradigm
is enabling the application of various optimization meth-
ods to explore the system configuration tradespace for the
optimal solution, with system properties or system value
models as objective functions, which can evaluate system
property or value associated with its variance and proba-
bilistic distribution of unanticipated events.

2. System Configuration Characteristics

Based upon the categorisation of different spacecraft,
the system characteristic space consisting of degree of du-
plication, fractionation, and derivation is proposed. Their
definitions and characteristics are illustrated for a qual-
itative analysis of mission characteristics. Consequently,
the connection between mission concept design and system
characteristics is established, enabling the mission concept
exploration.

2.1. Categorisation of Space Systems

Space systems are classified into four categories: mono-
lithic spacecraft, constellations of identical spacecraft,
fractionated spacecraft and hybrid spacecraft, with the
definition and characteristics of each category clarified as
follows.

Monolithic spacecraft, also known as traditional
spacecraft or singular spacecraft, are generally space sys-
tems comprising of only one satellite that has a monolithic
configuration, where functionally independent subsystems,
such as data handling, communication and power, are not
architecturally separated but integrated on a single phys-
ical platform. In essence, a monolithic system refers to a
unchangeable structure without any individual variation,
so that it may be powerful but slow to change[12].

For monolithic spacecraft, all the mission objectives are
realised by a single spacecraft itself. Any component fail-
ure on board may weaken the integrity of the entire sys-
tem, and endangers overall system capability and lifecycle
value. Despite cautious selection of components, duplica-
tion design, and excessive ground testing, fragility remains
in such a single and tightly coupled system[13], which is
an intrinsic attribute of traditional design.

Monolithic spacecraft can accomplish a variety of mis-
sions, ranging from earth observation to interplanetary ex-
ploration, almost all the known missions. Examples are
the first artificial satellite Sputnik-1[14] , the first interstel-
lar spacecraft Voyager-1[15], the National Aeronautics and
Space Administrations (NASA) asteroid probe Dawn[16]
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Constellations of identical spacecraft transform the 

monolithic spacecraft into the homogeneous clusters 

composed of a group of identical or near identical 

spacecraft flying in a certain formation or constellation, 

which can function independently from each other
18

. It is 

not commonly-used for interplanetary exploration, yet for 

some applications in near-Earth space that require a 

continuous and global service. Additionally, a series of 

identical spacecraft is likely to be manufactured in 

production lines
19

. 

Unlike monolithic spacecraft, which operate alone 

throughout the entire lifetime, identical spacecraft tend to 

work in-group with maintenance or evolution. Apart from 

the initial launched space system, a set of replenishment 

satellites are also developed in case of any orbit failure or 

system update. As the project progresses, a series may be 

replaced by a more competent or economical series, for 

the purpose of improving the system capabilities or 

extending the mission operations. Moreover, any satellite 

should not be indispensable for well-designed identical 

spacecraft, in spite of certain functionality degradation. 

Examples here consist of the famous navigation 

constellation the Global Positioning System (GPS) shown 

in Fig. 3, which achieved its Full Operational Capability 

(FOC) in 1995 and have been undertaking replenishment 

and modernized processes since 2005
20

, the European 

Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) Galileo seen 

in Fig. 4, the unsuccessful commercial communication 

constellations in the Low Earth Orbit (LEO) such as 

Iridium, and the Tacking and Data Relay Satellites 

(TDRS)
21

 in the GEO. 

Fig. 1: Dawn[16]
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seen in Fig. 1, the largest and most complex on-orbit tele-
scope Hubble Space Telescope (HST)[17] shown in Fig. 2.

Constellations of identical spacecraft transform
monolithic spacecraft into homogeneous clusters composed
of a group of identical or near identical spacecraft flying
in a certain formation or constellation, which can function
independently from each other[19]. They are commonly-
used in near-Earth space that requires a continuous and
global service. Additionally, a series of identical spacecraft
are likely to be manufactured in production lines[20] and
can therefore reduce the scale of costs.

Unlike monolithic spacecraft, which operate alone
throughout the entire lifetime, constellations of identical
spacecraft tend to work in-group with necessary mainte-
nance or upgradation. Apart from the initial launched
space system, a set of replenishment satellites are often
developed in case of any orbit failure or system upgrade.
As the project progresses, a series may be replaced by a
more competent or economical series, for the purpose of
improving the system capabilities or extending the mis-
sion operations. Moreover, losing any satellite should not
destroy the entire service for well-designed constellations,
at most functionality degradation to some extent.

Examples here consist of the famous navigation constel-
lation the Global Positioning System (GPS) shown in Fig.
3, which achieved its Full Operational Capability (FOC)
in 1995 and have been undertaking replenishment and
modernized processes since 2005[21], the European Global
Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) Galileo seen in Fig.
4, the unsuccessful commercial communication constella-
tions in the Low Earth Orbit (LEO) such as Iridium, and
the Tacking and Data Relay Satellites (TDRS)[22] in the
Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO).

Fractionated spacecraft decompose monolithic
spacecraft into heterogeneous clusters of wirelessly-
interconnected modules, each capable of sharing and uti-
lizing resources throughout the entire network[6, 25, 26].
Unlike constellations of identical spacecraft, where each
single spacecraft in a cluster is identical or near identical,
almost every module of fractionated spacecraft has at
least one distinctive functionality[27], corresponding to
various subsystems of a monolithic system.

As DARPA describes[28], such architecture enhances
the adaptability and survivability of space systems,
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missions such as GPS and TDRS since individuals cannot 

implement the FOC. Currently, 31 of the 32 satellites in 
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time
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, ensuring the minimum 4 satellites for any position 

calculation
29
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Fractionation refers to the spatial distribution of the 
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increases the heterogeneous degree of a space system, 
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Unlike duplication, each member in a fractionated system 

performs different functions to perform the collaborative 

mission, without any one missing. 

Previous studies
18,30,31

 have reported that networking, 

wireless communication, cluster flight, and distributed 

computing are the four critical technologies to realise the 

fractionation of space systems. As one of the biggest 

Fig. 3: GPS Block IIF[23]
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while shortening development timelines and reducing the
barrier-to-entry for participation in the security space in-
dustry. Flexibility comes from the fractionation of func-
tionalities, making the entire system more robust to any
unforeseen damage or failure. Meanwhile, modularity and
commoditization cut down the cost and development cy-
cle. Thus, fractionated spacecraft are considered as an
emerging concept with promising applications.

To date there exist no true operational fractionated
spacecraft. The systems currently only exist as conceptual
and technological examples such as System F6 developed
by DARPA[29] seen in Fig. 5, described as Future Fast,
Flexible, Fractionated, Free-Flying Spacecraft united by
Information eXchange.
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reliability of a system. Such duplication is generally 

integrated, while the proposed duplication can be spatially 

distributed in different units of a space system, instead of 

being limited to the monolithic configuration. 

On the other hand, duplication is necessary in space 

missions such as GPS and TDRS since individuals cannot 

implement the FOC. Currently, 31 of the 32 satellites in 

the GPS constellation are active, with on average 9 

satellites visible from any point on the ground at one 

time
28

, ensuring the minimum 4 satellites for any position 

calculation
29

. Of the 9 satellites, 4 are duplicated to meet 

the FOC, while the other 5 are used for improving the 

calculation accuracy or redundancy. 

Fractionation refers to the spatial distribution of the 

essential functionalities in a system. The major difference 

between fractionation and duplication is that fractionation 

increases the heterogeneous degree of a space system, 

while duplication increases its homogeneous degree. 

Unlike duplication, each member in a fractionated system 

performs different functions to perform the collaborative 

mission, without any one missing. 

Previous studies
18,30,31

 have reported that networking, 

wireless communication, cluster flight, and distributed 

computing are the four critical technologies to realise the 

fractionation of space systems. As one of the biggest 

Fig. 5: System F6[28]

The remainder of space systems are considered as hy-
brid spacecraft, namely the combinations of constella-
tions of identical spacecraft and fractionated spacecraft.
Strict to the definition, each member of a fractionated
spacecraft is different, while backups are quite common in
spacecraft design. Thus, pure fractionated spacecraft only
exist theoretically, and hybrid spacecraft can be practically
merged with fractionated spacecraft.

2.2. System Characteristic Space

The system characteristic space is constructed by three
different dimensions, which are degree of duplication, frac-
tionation, and derivation, shown in Fig. 6. These three
characteristics represent different system properties and
capabilities. Duplication is a common approach to directly
increase system reliability, which in turn manages mission

uncertainties and risks effectively. Fractionation is an in-
novative design concept proposed to shorten the design
and development cycle of coupled subsystems, lessen indi-
vidual launch mass and capacity, and reduce maintenance
and upgrade cost. Derivation draws on the experience of
previous design paradigms to largely cut down the risk and
the time of a design and development process, enabling a
responsive and inexpensive design.
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Fig. 6: System Characteristic Space (The colour purple, red, green,
and yellow match the monolith, duplication, fractionation, and
derivation respectively.)

Duplication refers to components, subsystems, or satel-
lites in a system, technically duplicated to realise more
powerful functions or in case of on-orbit failures. Within
the domain of duplication, each unit performing the same
function can be exchanged by another one. Duplication,
also known as redundancy, is widely used in system engi-
neering with the intention of increasing the reliability of
a system. Such duplication is generally integrated, while
the proposed duplication can be spatially distributed in
different units of a space system, instead of being limited
to the monolithic configuration.

On the other hand, duplication is necessary in space
missions such as GPS and TDRS since individuals can-
not implement the FOC. Currently, 31 of the 32 satel-
lites in the GPS constellation are active, with on average
9 satellites visible from any point on the ground at one
time[30], ensuring the minimum 4 satellites for any posi-
tion calculation[31]. Of the 9 satellites, 4 are duplicated
to meet the FOC, while the other 5 are used for improving
the calculation accuracy or redundancy.

Fractionation refers to the spatial distribution of the
essential functionalities in a system. The major difference
between fractionation and duplication is that fractionation
increases the heterogeneous degree of a space system, while
duplication increases its homogeneous degree. Unlike du-
plication, each member in a fractionated system performs
different functions to fulfill the collaborative mission, with-
out any one missing.

Previous studies[19, 32, 33] have reported that network-
ing, wireless communication, cluster flight, and distributed
computing are the four critical technologies to realise the
fractionation of space systems. As one of the biggest char-
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acteristics of current space technologies, the incremental
use of on-board processing[34] offers a great opportunity
for the application of fractionation. The fractionation of
such subsystems as attitude and orbit control subsystem
(AOCS) may stimulate the decrease of its own scale, for
only certain subsystems need to be controlled instead of
the entire spacecraft. Different from the accurate orbit
maintenance of traditional constellations, the cluster flight
of fractionated spacecraft only requires appropriate rela-
tive distances and orientations to ensure communication
links and collision avoidance[35].

Derivation refers to components, subsystems, or satel-
lites in a system, whose technologies and capabilities are
derivative from previous missions. On one hand one could
say that, the more derivative elements in a system, the
more mature a system is, which may imply higher relia-
bility and cost-effectiveness of the entire system. However
on the other hand, the innovative or less derivative prod-
ucts with advanced design concepts and technologies may
extend system capability or improve system performance.

2.3. Mission Characteristic Analysis

The proposed system characteristic space can act as a
valuable tool for both qualitative and quantitative analy-
sis of space mission design. In this section, the qualita-
tive analysis of space mission characteristics is performed,
while the rest of this paper will focus on the quantitative
analysis of space system concept design.

According to the definitions of system characteristic
space, different space missions can be evaluated and com-
pared. Taking a series of classical space missions as ex-
amples, e.g., Mariner & Voyager (M&V), Hubble Space
Telescope (HST), Global Positioning System (GPS), In-
ternational Space Station (ISS), and RapidEye (RE), an
exemplary assessment of different mission configuration
characteristics was carried out, seen in Fig. 7, where the
levels from the lowest to the highest represent the du-
plication/fractionation/derivation levels are achieved from
none (level 1), component (level 2), subsystem (level 3),
satellite (level 4) to system level (level 5) respectively.

Mariner was a space program consisting of a series of
interplanetary probes designed for investigating various
planets in the solar system, with Voyager program as its
extension. As Voyager 1 and 2 were almost identical,
Mariner series also had the architecture of redundancy,
e.g., Mariner 3 and 4 were identical teammates in the
mission of Mars flyby. Moreover, the Mariner series were
derivative in both mission and technical view. As space-
craft design and development technology got more and
more advanced, space mission went further and further,
from Venus to Neptune, from interplanetary space to in-
terstellar space. For instance, Mariner 3 and 4 were just
Mars flyby missions, while Mariner 8 and 9 were designed
to map the Martian surface.

Monolithic architecture is believed to be one of the most
applicable and reliable solutions for current outer space
traveling, while duplication and fractionation may bring

about unpredictable risks to the mission. Many examples
have proved the advantages of monolithic configuration,
such as voyager-1, which is the first interstellar spacecraft
in the history of space exploration. Although fractionation
may provide additional survivability, such technical diffi-
culties as interplanetary formation flight and inter-satellite
communication have to be resolved beforehand. In addi-
tion, the fractionated modules for interplanetary missions
are also required to operate synchronously and fly nearby,
spontaneously raising the difficulties of their launch and
deployment.
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characteristics of the current space technologies, the 

incremental use of on-board processing
32

 offers a great 

opportunity for the application of fractionation. Due to the 

fractionation of attitude and orbit control subsystem 

(AOCS), only a few fractionated subsystems need to be 

controlled instead of the whole monolithic spacecraft, 

stimulating the decrease of its own scale. Moreover, 

fractionated systems do not necessitate accurate orbit 

maintenance, only appropriate relative distances and 

orientations to ensure communication links and collision 

avoidance
33

. 

Derivation refers to components, subsystems, or 

satellites in a system, whose technologies and capabilities 

are derivative from previous missions. On the one hand 

one could say that, the more derivative elements in a 

system, the more mature a system is, which may imply 

higher reliability and cost-effectiveness of the entire 

system; however on the other hand, the innovative or less 

derivative products with advanced design concepts and 

technologies may extend system capability and improve 

system performance. 

 

2.3 Mission Characteristic Analysis 

The proposed system characteristic space can act as a 

valuable tool for both qualitative and quantitative analysis 

of space mission design. In this section, the qualitative 

analysis of space mission characteristics is performed, 

while the rest of this paper will focus on the quantitative 

analysis of space system concept design. 

According to the definitions of system characteristic 

space, different space missions can therefore be evaluated 

and compared in the standard architecture. Taking a series 

of classical space missions as examples, e.g., Mariner & 

Voyager (M&V), Hubble Space Telescope (HST), Global 

Positioning System (GPS), International Space Station 

(ISS), and RapidEye (RE), an exemplary assessment of 

different mission configuration characteristics was carried 

out, seen in Fig. 6, where the levels from the lowest to the 

highest represent the duplication/fractionation/derivation 

levels are achieved from none (level 1), component (level 

2), subsystem (level 3), satellite (level 4) to system level 

(level 5) respectively. 

Mariner is a space program consisting of a series of 

interplanetary probes designed for investigating various 

planets in the solar system, with Voyager program as its 

extension. As Voyager 1 and 2 were almost identical, 

Mariner series also had the architecture of redundancy, 

e.g., Mariner 3 and 4 were identical teammates in the 

mission of Mars flyby. Moreover, Mariner series were 

derivative in both mission and technical view. As 

spacecraft design and development technology got more 

and more advanced, space mission went further and 

further, from Venus to Neptune, from interplanetary space 

to interstellar space. For instance, Mariner 3 and 4 were 

just Mars flyby missions, while Mariner 8 and 9 were 

designed to map the Martian surface. 

Monolithic architecture is believed to be one of the 

most applicable and reliable solutions for current outer 

space traveling, while duplication and fractionation may 

bring about unpredictable risks to the mission. Many 

examples have proved the advantage of monolithic 

systems, such as voyager-1, which is the first interstellar 

spacecraft in the history of space exploration. Although 

fractionation may provide additional survivability, such 

technical difficulties as interplanetary formation flight 

and inter-satellite communication have to be resolved 

beforehand. In addition, the fractionated modules for 

interplanetary missions are also required to operate 

synchronously and fly nearby, spontaneously raising the 

difficulties of their launch and deployment. 
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Fig. 6: Space Mission Characteristics 

Hubble Space Telescope, which is a space telescope 

launched into low earth orbit for deep space observation, 

has experienced repairing, updating and replacement 

throughout four Space Shuttle missions, which costs at 

least $5 billion in FY 2010 dollars over the last 25 years
34

. 

This indicates that Hubble also has some derivation 

degree, although as a monolithic configuration. On the 

other hand, such a huge maintenance cost may indicate 

that monolithic architecture is obviously not an economic 

one at least for derivation. 

Assume Hubble is designed in a distributed structure, 

it is believed that the lifecycle servicing cost will decrease 

as its fractionation degree increases. For instance, the 

servicing mission 3A was to replace six gyroscopes, a 

fine guidance sensor and the main computer
35,36

, if such 

subsystems as command & data handling subsystem were 

spatially separated from the payload, only a few new 

subsystems would be launched and huge maintenance 

cost could be saved, regardless of the testing of on-orbit 

servicing technology. This indicates the outstanding 

flexibility and robustness in long lifecycle missions, 

derived from distributed configurations. In other words, 

Fig. 7: Comparisons of Different Mission Characteristics in the Sys-
tem Characteristic Space

HST is a space telescope launched into LEO for deep
space observation, which has experienced repairing, updat-
ing and replacement throughout four Space Shuttle mis-
sions, and costs at least $5 billion in FY 2010 dollars over
the last 25 years[36]. This indicates that Hubble also has
some derivation degree, although as a monolithic configu-
ration. On the other hand, such a huge maintenance cost
may indicate that monolithic architecture is obviously not
an economic solution at least for derivation.

Assuming Hubble is designed in a distributed structure,
it is believed that the lifecycle servicing cost will decrease
as its fractionation degree increases. For instance, the ser-
vicing mission 3A was to replace six gyroscopes, a fine
guidance sensor and the main computer[37, 38], if such
subsystems as command & data handling subsystem were
spatially separated from the payload, only a few new sub-
systems would be launched and huge maintenance cost
could be saved, regardless of the testing of on-orbit ser-
vicing technology. This indicates the outstanding flexibil-
ity and robustness in long lifecycle missions, derived from
distributed configurations. In other words, increasing the
degree of fractionation and duplication of a space system is
beneficial for reducing the lifecycle cost, with the consider-
ations of on-orbit servicing such as repairing, replacement
and updating.

The well-known GPS is a space-based navigation system
providing location and time information in various weather
conditions. The overall configuration of GPS is considered
to be identical, for satellites in the same block perform-
ing the same functionality, can be simply replaced by each
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other. Satellites among different blocks also can be con-
sidered as functionally identical, since they implement the
same function but manifest different behaviours. Such a
difference between new blocks and old blocks can be clas-
sified as derivation in an identical space system, that is,
new blocks retain the same function of old ones, but have
some updates and reinforcements, e.g., GPS block IIIA
aimed to prevent technical mistakes still threatening GPS
block IIF, in addition to achieving some more ambitious
goals[39, 40]. Last but not the least, such a homogeneous
configuration indeed makes GPS lasting for a long lifetime,
compared with any monolithic navigation satellite.

The US GPS, associated with the Russian GLONASS,
the European Galileo, makes up the Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS). As to functionality, each system
is near identical, despite different system performances.
Furthermore, all of them can cooperate to implement more
ambitious missions. Conceptually, these systems are un-
likely to be derivative from each other, although each one
can be derivative from itself.

The situation of ISS is a bit different. In terms of system
functionality, it has a modular configuration, with varieties
of functionalities fractionated. However, all the modules
are docked, leaving the entire system as a monolith. There-
fore, ISS can be considered as the origin of fractionation,
which is also the boundary of monolith.

The monolithic configuration of ISS has its own advan-
tages and disadvantages. On one hand, all the capsules
or modules are docked together, so that wireless commu-
nication devices and other mass penalty caused by frac-
tionation can be avoid naturally. On the other hand,
components to be launched have to possess the ability of
rendezvous and dock, which inevitably increases the cost
and complexity of the maintenance and development of a
space station. Moreover, both scalability and updatabil-
ity are largely limited by the initial design of the system,
which restricts the architecture adjustment and technical
advancement. If the space station was designed in a dis-
tributed architecture, this mission might be completed in a
more simple and cooperative way. It is because most cap-
sules or modules can be designed separately without any
docking ports, saving a lot of cost and time among differ-
ent space agents. Therefore, reconfiguration and upgrades
can be realised, even wireless communication framework is
possible to be changed to some extent.

RapidEye refers to a constellation of five identical ob-
servation satellites, which is operated by BlackBridge AG,
providing geospatial information for decision making. The
configuration of RapidEye is no doubt to be identical,
since all the satellites are equally deployed in the same
orbital plane, containing the same sensors[41, 42]. Differ-
ent from the above constellations, RapidEye is comprised
of small and inexpensive platforms with COTS componets.
This indicates that tailored and complicated structures can
be replaced by modular and standardlised designs, which
brings in additional derivation.

3. Configuration Design Architecture

In accordance with the qualitative understanding of sys-
tem configuration tradespace, the general philosophy of
value-centric design will be illustrated, based on which the
configuration design architecture will be proposed. Over-
all, this proposed value-centric architecture acts as the sys-
tematic guideline of the quantitative design and analysis,
with the specific mathematical approaches and techniques
described to formulate each procedure of the architecture.

3.1. System Configuration Design Architecture

To enable the application of optimization methods and
improve the system capabilities and performance with
traditional or innovative concepts and technologies, a
new value-centric design architecture based upon the sys-
tem characteristic tradespace is proposed, with each step
specifically described as follows:
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increasing the degree of fractionation and duplication of a 

space system is beneficial for reducing the lifecycle cost, 

with the considerations of on-orbit servicing such as 

repairing, replacement and updating. 

The well-known Global Positioning System is a 

space-based navigation system providing location and 

time information in various weather conditions. 

The overall configuration of GPS is considered to be 

identical. Satellites in the same block, which perform the 

same functionality and can be simply replaced by each 

other, are no doubts to be identical. Satellites among 

different blocks also can be considered as functionally 

identical, since they implement the same function but 

manifest different behaviours. Such a difference between 

new blocks and old blocks can be classified as derivation 

in an identical space system, that is, new blocks retain the 

same function of old ones, but have some updates and 

reinforcements, e.g., GPS block IIIA aimed to prevent 

technical mistakes still threatening GPS block IIF, apart 

from achieving some more ambitious goals
37,38

. Last but 

not the least, such an identical configuration indeed 

makes GPS lasting for a long lifetime, compared with any 

monolithic navigation satellite. 

The US GPS, associated with the Russian GLONASS, 

the European Galileo, makes up the Global Navigation 

Satellite System (GNSS). As to functionality, each system 

is near identical, despite different system performances. 

Furthermore, all of them can cooperate to implement 

more ambitious missions. Conceptually, these systems are 

unlikely to be derivative from each other, although each 

one can be derivative from itself. 

The situation of International Space Station is a bit 

different. In terms of system functionality, it has a 

modular configuration, with varieties of functionalities 

fractionated. However, all the modules are docked, 

leaving the entire system as a monolith. Therefore, ISS 

can be considered as the origin of fractionation, which is 

also the boundary of monolith. 

The monolithic configuration of ISS has its own 

advantages and disadvantages. On the one hand, all the 

capsules or modules are docked together, so that wireless 

communication devices and other mass penalty caused by 

fractionation can be avoid naturally. On the other hand, 

whatever to be launched has to have the ability of 

rendezvous and dock, which inevitably increases the cost 

and complexity of the maintenance and development of a 

space station. Moreover, both scalability and updatability 

are largely limited by the initial design of the system, 

which restricts the architecture adjustment and technical 

advancement. 

If the space station was designed in a distributed 

architecture, this mission might be completed in a more 

simple and cooperative way. It is because most capsules 

or modules can be designed separately without any 

docking ports, saving a lot of cost and time among 

different space agents. Therefore, reconfiguration and 

upgrades can be realised, even wireless communication 

framework is possible to be changed to some extent. 

RapidEye refers to a constellation of five identical 

observation satellites, which is operated by BlackBridge 

AG, providing geospatial information for decision 

making. The configuration of RapidEye is no doubt to be 

identical, since all the satellites are equally deployed in 

the same orbital plane, containing the same sensors
39,40

. 

Different from the above constellations, RapidEye is 

comprised of small satellites, rather than large ones. This 

indicates that tailored and complicated structures can be 

replaced by modular and flexible ones, which brings in 

additional derivative degree. 

 

3. Configuration Design Architecture 

In accordance with the qualitative understanding of 

system configuration tradespace, the general philosophy 

of value-centric design will be illustrated, based on which 

the configuration design architecture will be proposed. 

Overall, this proposed value-centric architecture acts as 

the systematic guideline of the quantitative design and 

analysis, with the specific mathematical approaches and 

techniques described to formulate each procedure of the 

architecture. 

 

3.1 System Configuration Design Architecture 

To enable the application of optimization methods and 

improve the system capabilities and performance with 

traditional or innovative concepts and technologies, a new 

value-centric design architecture based upon the system 

characteristic tradespace is proposed, with each step 

specifically described as follows: 
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Fig.7: Value-Centric Design (VCD) 

(1) Elaborate. Initially, the rough outline of the system 

to be designed is parameterized by the design variables of 

system configuration, namely the degree of duplication, 

fractionation and derivation. In the Elaborate process, 

Fig. 8: Value-Centric Design (VCD)

(1) Elaborate. Initially, the rough outline of the sys-
tem to be designed is parameterized by the design variables
of system configuration, namely the degree of duplication,
fractionation and derivation. In the Elaborate process,
these design variables are transformed into the complete
definition of the overall system configuration in the sub-
system level. Therefore, the key technique of this step
is the description or formulation of the proposed system
characteristic space and the overall system configuration
definition, as well as their transformation relations.

(2) Analyse. In the analysis process, the relationships
between the internal system configuration and the external
system properties are established. The integration of sub-
system properties into system properties are divided into
two steps: the first is to establish the subsystem property
models; the second is to discover the integration philoso-
phy by exploring the space system configuration charac-
teristics. As a generic design architecture, such a system
configuration definition method should enable the use of
monolithic, duplicated, fractionated configurations or any
of their feasible combinations.
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(3) Evaluate. In the evaluate process, the overall sys-
tem value is calculated by appropriate system value mod-
els to determine whether the system requirements are met,
based on different system properties. As the major element
distinguishing the value-centric design from the traditional
one, the value model is the enabling factor of the optimiza-
tion of the concept design process, while the technique dif-
ficulties reside how to measure different system properties
in the same dimension. One of the possible approaches is
to transfer them into the dimension of cost, however the
cost characteristics of some system properties are currently
unclear.

(4) Optimize. In the optimize process, system value is
quantified as objective function or the output of the single
design loop, which is returned to design variables as feed-
back. Such a data flow loop distinguishes the value-centric
design from the human-in-the-loop of the requirement-
centric design. Under the proposed value-centric design
architecture, the optimization process is realised by opti-
mization algorithms rather than the manual modification.
Therefore, the theoretical optimal configuration design can
be achieved, instead of reaching an empirically feasible so-
lution to meet the mission requirements. In conclusion,
the proposed system configuration design architecture has
been established based upon the value-centric philosophy.
The aim of enabling the use of both traditional and in-
novative design concepts and technologies has been ac-
complished theoretically, with the specific approaches and
techniques described in the following sections.

3.2. Formulation of System Characteristic Space

Assuming m satellites in a space system, and n types of
subsystems in each satellite, in this case, the elements of
the System Design Matrix Dk are the particular property,
k, of every subsystem on every satellite. Where each ele-
ment dij (i=1,2,· · · ,m, j=1,2,· · · ,n) denotes the value of
that type of subsystems property on that particular satel-
lite. For example, for the property “mass”, the value of
element d1,2 is the total mass of all subsystems of type 2 on
satellite 1. There is a separate D matrix for each relevant
property, e.g. mass, cost, reliability, etc.

D =


d11 d12 . . . d1n
d21 d22 . . . d2n
...

...
. . .

...
dm1 dm2 . . . dmn

 (1)

This system design matrix can be understood in two
dimensions: on one hand, each row defines the different
designs of these n subsystems in a certain satellite; on
the other hand, each column displays the distribution of
certain subsystem in the system or across the satellites.

For additive system properties such as mass and cost,
each element dij is simply the product of the unit prop-
erty of that subsystem times the degree of duplication. For
non-additive properties, such as reliability, a more sophis-
ticated function of degree of duplication is used.

dij = nijuij (2)

Where, nij and uij are the degree of duplication and the
subsystem unit design property of subsystem j in satellite
i respectively. Let

N =


n11 n12 . . . n1n
n21 n22 . . . n2n

...
...

. . .
...

nm1 nm2 . . . nmn

 (3)

U =


u11 u12 . . . u1n
u21 u22 . . . u2n

...
...

. . .
...

um1 um2 . . . umn

 (4)

Where, we call N the System Configuration Matrix,
defining the number of identical or near identical subsys-
tems in each satellite, or the degree of duplication of each
subsystem in each satellite. Once the System Configura-
tion Matrix N is determined, the system configuration can
thereby be determined. The Unit Design Property Matrix
U can be used for system property analysis to represent
any kind of property of each subsystem conceptual design.
Therefore

D = N ◦ U (5)

3.2.1. Duplication, Fractionation and Sequence

Mathematically, degree of duplication can be defined
as the number of identical or near identical subsystems
scattered in the overall system, according to its definition.
Therefore, the System Duplication Vector P can be calcu-
lated from the System Configuration Matrix N .

p =
[
p1 p2 . . . pn

]T
(6)

Where, each pj is the sum of elements in each column
of N .

pj =

m∑
i=1

nij (7)

Similarly, the System Fractionation Vector F can be
mathematically determined by the number of different
satellites with the same certain subsystem.

F =
[
f1 f2 . . . fn

]T
(8)

Where, each fj is the number of nonzero elements in
each column of N .

It is obvious that the System Duplication Vector P and
the System Fractionation Vector F can be derived from
the System Configuration Matrix N , called forward trans-
formation. However, the System Configuration Matrix N
cannot be derived only from the System Duplication Vec-
tor P and the System Fractionation Vector F . To make
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this transformation reversible, the System Sequence Vec-
tor Q is introduced to complement the information lost
during the forward transformation.

Q =
[
q1 q2 . . . qn

]T
(9)

Where, each qj is the sequence number of each subsys-
tem permutation in the overall system, determined by its
ranking in the Subsystem Arranging Matrix Aj .

Aj =


aj,11 aj,12 . . . aj,1n
aj,21 aj,22 . . . aj,2n

...
...

. . .
...

aj,m1 aj,m2 . . . aj,mn

 (10)

Where, Aj is the Subsystem Arranging Matrix of sub-
system j, and nj is the corresponding total number of
possible arrangements. The calculation process of nj can
be considered as one of the classical problems in combina-
torics, pj unlabelled ball in fj labelled buckets.

nj =

(
fj
m

)(
fj − 1

pj − 1

)
(11)

Moreover, all the Subsystem Arranging Matrices Aj to-
gether constitute the System Arranging Matrix A.

A =
[
A1 A2 . . . An

]
(12)

The System Arranging Matrix A is derived by the Sys-
tem Duplication Vector P and the System Fractionation
Vector F . Once given the System Duplication Vector P
and the System Fractionation Vector F , all the possible
arrangements of the system configuration can be deter-
mined, and the System Arranging Matrix A is the assem-
bly of these permutations. Meanwhile, these arrangements
are sorted from largest to smallest, column by column, in
the System Arranging Matrix A.

Therefore, the System Duplication Vector P and the
System Fractionation Vector F , associated with the Sys-
tem Sequence Vector Q, have established a one-to-one cor-
respondence with the System Configuration MatrixN , and
the transformation from P , F and Q to N can be called
backward transformation, namely, the reversible transfor-
mation of the forward one.

For instance, assume that m=6, n=5, and the System
Configuration Matrix N is as follows

N =


1 0 0 0 0
0 2 0 0 0
1 2 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 2

 (13)

Through the forward transformation, we can obtain the
System Duplication Vector P and the System Fractiona-
tion Vector F as follows

P =
[
2 4 2 1 3

]T
(14)

F =
[
2 2 2 1 2

]T
(15)

Take the sequence calculation of subsystem j=2 as an
example. Since p2=4 and f2=2, the Subsystem Arranging
Matrix A2 can be derived with the values below.

A2 =


3 3 . . . 0 . . . 0
1 0 . . . 2 . . . 0
0 1 . . . 2 . . . 0
0 0 . . . 0 . . . 0
0 0 . . . 0 . . . 1
0 0 . . . 0 . . . 3

 (16)

Where

n2 =

(
f2
m

)(
f2 − 1

p2 − 1

)
= 45 (17)

It is worth noting that the 20th column vector of A2

matches the configuration of subsystem j = 2, that is, the
2nd column vector of N , namely

A2(20) = N(2) (18)

Where, Aj(k) and N(k) are the kth column vector of the
matrices Aj and N respectively. Thus, we can conclude
that q2=20. Similarly, the value of the other elements of
the System Sequence Vector Q can also be calculated.

Q =
[
2 20 10 5 30

]T
(19)

The above exemplifies the forward transformation, while
the following is to implement the backward transforma-
tion. Since matrices P , F and Q are defined, as the deriva-
tive of P and F , the System Arranging Matrix A is also
available. Therefore, the System Configuration Matrix N
can be deduced by column vectors of matrix A.

N =
[
A1(2) A2(20) A3(10) A4(5) A5(30)

]T
(20)

3.2.2. Derivation

To achieve the mathematical definition of derivation, the
relationships of subsystems in different satellites need to be
investigated first, that is, the relationships of the elements
in the same column of matrix U .

Start from one of the simplest conditions that each sub-
system adopts the same design paradigm or the same
COTS component, so that all the elements of certain sub-
system design option, which are in the same column of
matrix U , can be considered as identical.

uij = uj(i = 1, 2, · · · ,m) (21)

Or

Uc =


u1 u2 . . . un
u1 u2 . . . un
...

...
. . .

...
u1 u2 . . . un

 (22)
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For the condition that subsystems differ from each other
in different satellites, the System Derivation Matrix is in-
troduced, which defines the degree of derivation of each
subsystem in each satellite.

V =


v11 v12 . . . v1n
v21 v22 . . . v2n
...

...
. . .

...
vm1 vm2 . . . vmn

 (23)

Where, each vij presents the degree of derivation in per-
centage for each subsystem in each satellite. The degree
of derivation is similar to the Heritage Factor discussed
in the Space Mission Analysis and Design[34], defined as
the percentage of a subsystem that is identical to previous
spacecraft by mass. Therefore, the System Derivation Ma-
trix V denotes the recurring characteristic of subsystem
design from previous ones, which might have significant
impacts on system properties, such as reliability.

U = V ◦ Uc (24)

For real and complex cases like GPS and Galileo, a series
of System Derivation Matrices can be applied to exhibit
the evolution of the design of satellites.

U =

ng∑
k=1

Vk ◦ Uk (25)

Where, ng is the generation number of the satellite de-
sign, Uk is the Unit Design Property Matrix of generation
k, and Vk is its corresponding System Derivation Matrix.

3.3. Effects Analysis on Reliability

Having established the mathematical fundamentals of
the system characterisation, this section aims at evaluat-
ing the effects of degree of duplication, fractionation, and
derivation on the system reliability. Based upon the sub-
system property modelling, system characteristics will be
analysed from the subsystem level. The integration of sys-
tem properties will be subsequently implemented to build
the mapping relations between system designs and system
properties, enabling the analyse and evaluate processes
in the proposed value-centric design architecture.

3.3.1. Subsystem Reliability Models

Mathematically, reliability is defined by Thompson[43]
and Davidson[44] as the probability of a component, de-
vice, or system performing its intended function without
failure for a specific period of time under nominal con-
ditions. To describe how the failure occurrences are dis-
tributed over time, we generally use different types of prob-
ability distributions, such as the exponential, Weibull, log-
normal, and extreme-value distributions.

Due to its mathematical simplicity, flexibility and ap-
plicability to the modelling of different failure behaviours,
and the demonstrated ability to fit most lifetime data, the

Weibull distribution[44] is one of the most widely used dis-
tributions in reliability analysis. The probability density
function (PDF) of the Weibull distribution with a contin-
uous random variable can be written as follows.

r(t) =

{ (
β
t

)(
t
η

)(β−1)

e−( tη )
β

t ≥ 0

0 t < 0
(26)

Where, t is the satellite lifetime in orbit before failure,
β is the dimensionless shape parameter, η is the scale pa-
rameter in units of time. Consequently, the reliability cu-
mulative distribution function (CDF) can be expressed as

R(t) = e−( tη )
β

(27)

This is the reliability model used for the different space
subsystems and systems in this paper. For each specific
case, the parameters β and η are calculated by parameter
estimation methods, among which Maximum Likelihood
Estimation (MLE) and Bayesian theory in combination
with Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulations (MCMC) are
two of the most effective and applicable. The selection of
these two methods is mainly determined by the sample
size of the database.

Based on the 1584 Earth-orbiting satellites successfully
launched from January 1990 to October 2008 recorded in
the SpaceTrak database (STD), Castet and Saleh[45, 46]
developed and fitted a parametric reliability model for ac-
tual satellite subsystems. Meanwhile, Guo[47] conducted
reliability modelling particularly for small satellite subsys-
tems, and found that MCMC is suitable for such databases
with small sample sizes and censored data problems as
Small Satellite Anomalies Database (SSAD), which covers
222 small satellites launched over the last few decades. It
is apparent that SSAD is more applicable for the reliabil-
ity analysis of small satellite subsystems, while STD might
appeal to generic systems.

In Table 1, the estimated Weibull parameters are listed
for both STD and SSAD. The abbreviations used here are
PLS for Payload Subsystem, EPS for Electrical Power Sub-
system, TTC for Telemetry, Tracking and Command Sub-
system, CDH for Command and Data Handling Subsys-
tem, ACS for Attitude Control Subsystem, OCS for Orbit
Control Subsystem, TCS for Thermal Control Subsystem,
and SAS for Solar Array Subsystem.

3.3.2. Reliability Analysis

Prior to integrating the system reliability, preliminary
effects analyses of duplication and fractionation on inde-
pendent subsystems are carried out to help understand
their impacts on the overall system reliability, using the
parameters in Table 1. As shown in Fig. 9, duplicated
subsystems enjoy a continuous reliability growth with the
increase of the degree of duplication, while fractionated
subsystems experience a drop-down and a recovery period,
yet still cannot perform as reliable as duplication at the
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Table 1: The Estimated Weibull Parameters per Subsystem[45, 46,
47]

Subsystem
STD SSAD

β η (years) β η (days)
PLS 0.8874 7983 0.4162 275006
EPS 0.7460 7733 0.3110 58385
TTC 0.3939 400982 0.2588 176896
CDH 0.8874 7983 0.4162 275006
ACS 0.7182 3831 0.4144 85409
OCS 0.3375 6206945 - -
TCS 0.3560 21308746 0.2655 15068200
SAS 0.4035 1965868 - -

Table 2: Parameters of System Reliability Integration

Parameter Value

m 6
n 5

P
[

2 4 2 1 3
]T

F
[

2 2 2 1 2
]T

V


0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6


Q

[
2 20 10 5 30

]T
REOL(t) 33.88%

same degree, due to the penalty of extra wireless sharing
devices.

Derivation exhibits a different impact on system reliabil-
ity, by influencing each individual subsystem unit, instead
of the entire system configuration. In other words, it as-
signs different values for each individual element, rather
than their combinations.

As Fig. 10 shows, degree of derivation from 0.0 to 1.0
with an interval of 0.1 is represented by varying the colour
from the lightest to the darkest. The results reveal that
the high heritage factor of mature design ensures a reliable
system, while innovative design inevitably brings risks for
a system. It is also interesting to note that the reliability
increment between the two adjacent curves increases with
the increasing heritage factor. In conclusion, derivation
provides another insight for system reliability behaviours.

3.3.3. System Reliability Integration

Having understood the characteristics of each system
configuration vector, the next step is to explore the char-
acteristics of hybrid configurations. By fixing the values
of the degree of duplication, fractionation, and derivation,
we conduct a simulation of system reliability integration,
using the procedure shown in Fig. 11.

The input values used in the simulation and the associ-
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Fig. 9: Duplication and Fractionation Characteristics per Subsystem

ated output values are listed in Table 2. Where, REOL(t)
is the output EOL reliability of the entire system. It is
worth noting that the System Sequence Matrix Q is alter-
able when fixing the vectors of duplication P , fractionation
F , and derivation V . The values we set here are random,
and the corresponding result is obviously not the optimal
permutation for the subsystem resources available, which
is the reason why the overall system reliability is not ideal.
Therefore, one of potential applications of this research
might be to determine the optimal value of Q with fixed
P , F and V . This would require the use of optimization
methods and the connection of the final optimize process
for the proposed value-centric design architecture.
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Fig. 10: Derivation Characteristic per Subsystem (The colourbar
indicates degree of derivation)

4. Conclusion

Aiming at overcoming the drawbacks inherent in the
traditional requirement-centric design philosophy, this pa-
per has developed a new value-centric configuration design
architecture to enable the exploration of the effect of emer-
gence of the latest space concepts and technologies.

After the categorisation of various space systems, three
configuration characteristics were generalised to construct
the system characteristic space. Based on such a space,
the connection has been built between mission concept de-
sign and system configuration characteristics, enabling the
qualitative analysis of the feasibility and applicability of
different system configurations for different mission scopes.
In other words, a mission concept can be analysed and
designed in the system characteristic space, where each
dimension reflects different characteristics of the overall
configuration. Such a system characteristic perspective
may offer designers or users a better understanding of the
limits and potentials of a mission, beneficial for mission
modification or extension.

In accordance with the definitions of the system char-
acteristic space, the mathematical fundamentals of the
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Having understood the characteristics of each system 

configuration vector, our next interest is to explore the 

characteristics of hybrid configurations. When fixing the 

values of the degree of duplication, fractionation, and 

derivation, we carried out a simulation of the system 

reliability integration, whose procedures are shown in Fig. 

10. 

System 
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Fig. 10: System Reliability Integration Process 

The input values used in the simulation and the 

associated output values are listed in Table 2. 

Table 2: Parameters of System Reliability Integration 

Parameters Values 

𝑚 6 

𝑛 5 

𝑃 [2 4 2 1 3]T 

𝐹 [2 2 2 1 2]T 

𝑉 

[
 
 
 
 
 
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6]

 
 
 
 
 

 

𝑄 [2 20 10 5 30]T 

𝑅𝐸𝑂𝐿(𝑡) 33.88% 

Where, 𝑅𝐸𝑂𝐿(𝑡) is the output EOL reliability of the 

entire system. It is worth noting that the System Sequence 

Matrix 𝑄 is alterable when fixing degree of duplication, 

fractionation and derivation. The value we set here is 

obviously not the best permutation for all the subsystem 

resources available, which is the reason why the overall 

system reliability is not ideal. Therefore, one of potential 

applications beneficial for system designers in the concept 

design phase might be to determine the optimal 𝑄 for the 

fixed 𝑃, 𝐹 and 𝑉, which requires the use of optimization 

methods and build the final Optimize process for the 

proposed value-centric configuration design architecture. 

 

4. Conclusion 

Aiming at overcoming the drawbacks inherent in the 

traditional requirement-centric design philosophy, this 

paper has developed a new value-centric configuration 

design architecture to enable the applications of the latest 

space concepts and technologies. 

After the categorisation of various space systems, 

three configuration characteristics were generalised to 

construct the system characteristic space. Based on such a 

space, a bridge has been built between mission concept 

design and system configuration characteristics, enabling 

the qualitative analysis of the feasibility and applicability 

of different system configurations for different mission 

scopes. In other words, mission concept can be analysed 

and designed in the system configuration space, where 

each dimension reflected different characteristics of the 

overall configurations. On the other hand, such a system 

characteristic perspective may give designers or users a 

better understanding of the limits and potentials of a 

mission, beneficial for mission modification or extension. 

In accordance with the definitions of the system 

characteristic space, the mathematical fundamentals of the 

proposed value-centric architecture has been developed, 

establishing the one-to-one correspondence between the 

overall system configuration matrix and the three 

dimensions of system configuration characteristics. The 

mathematical model can improve certain system property 

by altering the overall system configuration, which may 

benefit the applications of the quantitative analysis, 

design and optimization on system configurations. 

Based on the subsystem property modelling, the effect 

analyses and simulations have been implemented on 

different system configuration characteristics to explore 

the configuration design space. The integration of system 

properties in the proposed value-centric concept design 

architecture has been accomplished to build the mapping 

relations between the system configuration design and the 

system properties. This may be one of the enabling 

factors for the applications of optimization methods in the 

system characteristic space to search for the optimal 

concept design, with certain system property as objective 

function. 

 

5. Future Work 

Having established the value-centric architecture of 

the system configuration design space, the future research 

will focus on the exploration and application of the design 

architecture to explore the optimal design configuration 

under various conditions. 

As mentioned before, one of the potential applications 

beneficial for system designers in the concept design 

phase may be to determine the optimal permutation of 

available subsystem resources. It is worth noting that the 

variables of such optimization problems are all integers, 

which is one of the most outstanding characteristics of the 

proposed permutation optimization problems with certain 

system property as objective function. This is called the 

mixed integer nonlinear programming problems in the 

Fig. 11: Integration Procedures of System Reliability

proposed value-centric architecture was developed, estab-
lishing the one-to-one correspondence between the over-
all system configuration matrix and the three dimensions
of system characterisation. The mathematical model can
improve a given system property by exploring the effect
of different subsystem selections, beneficial for the appli-
cations of the quantitative analysis and optimization on
system designs.

Based on the subsystem property modelling, the effect
analyses and simulations have been implemented on differ-
ent system configuration characteristics to explore the con-
figuration design space. The integration of system proper-
ties in the proposed value-centric concept design architec-
ture has been accomplished to build the mapping relations
between the system configuration design and the system
properties. This may be one of the enabling factors for
the applications of optimization methods in the system
characteristic space to search for the optimal configuration
design, with a system property as the objective function.

The quantification of system values and adoption of
optimization algorithms are two major advantages of
the proposed value-centric design architecture, which dis-
tinguishes it from traditional requirement-centric design
methodologies. It enables the design team to design and
compare new and innovative architectures on a level play-
ing field. Especially in the era of “smaller, faster, and
cheaper” space, the proposed design architecture can pro-
vide a vehicle for the introduction of modular, standard-
ised, and/or mass-produced technologies. Thus, helping
to address problems such as capability uncertainty, cost
overruns, and schedule delays.
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